
RISK ACKNOWLEDGEMENT & DISCLAIMER

This is an important document you MUST read this before signing.

1. I understand that the Wild Ropes Course consists of substantial and physically demanding aerial 
obstacle course in the trees and that there may be a risk of injury, for example cuts, bruises, grazes 
and other injuries.

2. To reduce the risks I agree to ensure all the children in my care follow all instructions set out by the 
instructors and signs on the course.   In addition I understand that they will be wearing harnesses with
safety ropes, karabiners and zip wire trolley and that they must use them as instructed.  That under no 
circumstance they will interfere with the safety equipment, the harness, any knots, the safety lines or 
elements.  

3. I understand that the Big Zip and Challenge Course poses a much higher level of difficulty and I 
accept that this in turn increases the level of risk of injury the participants are exposed to.  That they 
are also 10 years of age and at least 150cm in height.

4. I declare that if I am not their parents or guardian I have the authority of the parent or guardian to sign
this risk acknowledgement disclaimer

5. I understand that I need to stay with my group of children at all times and supervise within a 
reasonable distance and that as such I understand that I will be in the woodland which at times may 
be uneven underfoot and I must take care when walking under the course.

6. I understand that the course is made of metal and wood.  The metal can be sharp and care must be 
used to avoid minor injuries.  That although ever precaution and check has been made the structural 
integrity of platforms and elements cannot be guaranteed.

7. In the event of an accident, or loss/damage to personal effects to myself or the children in my care, I 
acknowledge that Wild Pines Park Ltd will not be liable for any direct or indirect loss, damage or 
injury arising from or in connection with the and I waive all and any claims against Wild Pines Park 
Ltd in this respect both for myself and/or for the children in my care.

8. I certify that to the best of my knowledge that neither I nor any children in my care have a medical 
condition which might make me or him/her/them more likely to sustain an injury.  To the best of my 
knowledge any children in my care are not pregnant.

9. That all the children are under the weight limit of 108kg (17 stones) and are at least 6 years old.  

Please list the children you are responsible for below and sign to say that you have read and understood the rules 
and regulations and have ensured the children are fully aware of the rules and regulations in order to participate 
on the activities.

Child 1.................................................. Age............    Child 2................................................... Age.............

Child 3.................................................. Age............    Child 4................................................... Age.............

Child 5.................................................. Age............    Child 6................................................... Age.............

Adults Name............................................................    Adults Signature..........................................................

Consent Form
Children 6-17


